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Grants Policy May C,hange 
By Lorinda Girault Staff Writer 
The EWU Board of Trustees will consid-er a change in the athletic grant-in-aid policy which is a reversal of President H. George Frederick's proposal last June and 
contradicts the opinion of students who voted in the last Associated Students election. The BOT, which meets tonight at 6 p.m., will consider a recommendation from the Athletic Policy Board to increase the percentage of non-need grants to athletes. 
commended to the BOT in June that "Fifty grants in the amount of tuition and fees be made available for allocation to specific sports by the athletic policy board and that 
80 percent of these grants to be awarded on the basis of financial need." (Most finan-cially needy students receive aid through the financial aid office which uses federal monies.) 
He also recommended that 75 campus jobs be made open to athletes and 80 percent of them also be based on need. 
includes s & A fees revenue) may not be used for student financial aid of any kind. 
"An exception is made in the statute, however, in the case of athletic gate receipts which may be used 'for purposes of providing scholarships or other forms of financial assistance to students in return for participation in intercollegiate athlet-ics' (RCW 28B.10.704)," Frederickson re-ported to the board in a memo dated June 20, 1977. 
tne muuence of the athletic program, he added. Eastern has a very good athletic trad-ition, according to Frederickson and he says "we are already well known for a small college, but we are not a small college anymore." These grants will help to draw students to Eastern which will in turn improve the level of competition 
which will give Eastern greater recogn-ition. "When the athletic programs im-prove them the school will be perceived as better by the general public," said Fred-erickson. Frederickson proposed a lower percen-tage last June. Students who voted in the A.S. election overwhelmingly said they didn't want Service and Activities fees used to finance grants for athletes. S & A Fees Examined Service and Activity (S&A) fees are used 
for many purposes and this year some of the money is giving grants to athletes. 
Last June the Board of Trustees allocat-ed $29,550 of the S&A budget to go toward grants and jobs for needy and non-needy 
athletes. The $2.25 that is taken out of each student's tuition is classified as an athletic 
admissions fee. 
"Most non-needy students can get finan-cial support," Frederickson said in a recent interview, ''and I'm suggesting that 
this athletic grant program is not all that new.'' Most of the non-needy support now is in the form of wages and some of the S&A fee revenue that is currently being used for 
this type of support. This year $66,338.78 in S&A revenue is toward employment and 
the grant budget is adding $29,550 to the total of S&A fees that help to support needy and non-needy students. 
These grants will be the first S & A money that will be given to students without the benefit of employment, since a state law says that public funds (which 
Right now there are no men on the non-needy grant program since it is against EvCo league rules. Eastern will leave the 
league on Nov. 23 of this year. According to Ken Dolan, assistant to the president, there are some women receiving grants to 
cover their tuition since they are not prohibited by league rules. 
One of the reasons for allocating this money for grants was to improve the 
quality of the intercollegiate athletic pro-gram at Eastern. 
Athletic Impressions Important "The impression a school leaves in the minds of the public is influenced by the quality of the athletic programs," Fred-erickson commented. Whether the individ-ual is a sports fan or not does not remove 
Frederickson states that non-needy sup-port from S & A fees is not anything new to Eastern. Each department gets a certain amount of money and it is up to the depart-ment chairman how that money is used. ''The handling of S & A funds is highly varied from department to department," 
Frederickson said. Students may be on the payroll and work for an hourly wage or they may receive a stipend for their contribuitions to the department. The Departmel)t of Drama, for example, 
received $6,530.22 this year for wages under the catagory of "stage operation" Continued on Page 2 President H.George Frederickson re-The Thursday 
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A.S. Legislature A.S. Tri.es to Hang B.A.s 
By Kathryn Korewick ed by Speaker Pro-Tern Lisa which they adopted. The Student Staff Writer Arsenaul.t.. , Welfare Committee added the 
The Associated Student L~gis- After the votes, Wallingford Jate evening run and did not Iature failed to. stop last week's predicted that numerous re- increase tl)e number of runs issue of the EASTERNER from quests would come in asking that during breaks. According to being mailed to various high the EASTERNER not be mailed Dills, the proposals that the A.S. 
schools in the .. state, despite two to various schools. approved will have to go before separate motions and roll call The Legislature also voted un- the City Council again. He added votes. animously to accept . the pro- that he expects it to pass and said 
The Legislature voted last posals of the Student Welfare that Councilman Ray Hamel has 
week to send copies of the EAST- Committee regarding the Magic been advising the committee. ERNER to high schools that re- Bus. Mike Dills, chairman of the The next A.S. Legislature quested them on a weekly .basis. committee, outlined the following meeting will be held Monday at 3 Th~t vote, however, was taken changes that will begin next p.m. in the PUB Council Cham-
before the paper ran a preview quarter: bers. 
,$J;; ' WAITING ON the Magic Bus is an all too familiar ritual for many 
students at Eastern. The A.S. Legislature announced some new 
developments in bus service-at Tuesday's meeting. -·Evan Rupert Photo 
See editorial, page 4 --The basic fare will be raised 
picture of this week's photo essay from 40 cents to 50 cents and a on the track team. In the picture senior citizen's fare will be 25 under attack, unidentified mem- cents with a card. 
. Black Week Successful 
bers of the team were shown --Five runs will be added on lined up at the urinals in the weekday mornings when the 
locker room. buses are most crowded, and a Richard Hulse (Pos. No. 15) , late evening run on weekdays. a new legislator and a credent- The 6:20 p.m. run will be re: 
ialed minister with the Assembly ,stored, and a mid-afternoon run of God church, stated that people on Saturdays will be added. might get the wrong idea about --Non-transferable passes will EWU and introduced a motion to be available at $40 per quarter or prevent that issue of the paper $15 per month. from being sent out. A roll call --Service will be continued as is vote was requested and the mo- during Christmas and other va-
tion failed 5,.3 with one absten- cations. tion. Hulse was joined in the vote --The City of Cheney will sub-, by Speaker Jim Wallingford and sidize the bus up to $5,000 and will Kim Wiseman (Pos. No. 7). · have direct input on all schedule Wiseman then introduced a changes. The number of Cheney motion that only one copy of the stops will be increased from the 
EASTERNER be sent out-and current four to eight. 
that copy to Speaker Jim Wal- PUB Director Curt Huff sub-lingford. That motion failed 4-1, mitted similar proposals to the with one abstention. Hulse, Wal-lingford, and Wiseman were join- Cheney City Council in January, 
Vandals Hit 
JUNK FOOD junkies desperate 
for a fix broke into Showalter Hall over the holiday week-end and 
cleaned out three vending machines. 
according t.o a Campus Safet report. The thieves [ who might be identified by a sudden outbreak 
of acne and/ or tooth decay] caused an 
estimated $1000 damage . 
•• Kevin Taylar Photo 
I 
This year's Black History Week· was termed very successful by Black Education Program Direc-tor C. T. Wright. Wright said the success was 
evidenced by the attendance of almost 100 people at every event sponsored last week, 
"There are essentially four reasons for the success of Black History Week," Wright said. "First of all there was interest among the students, faculty and administrators in Black History Week. The attendance and part-
icipation of these people helped make our week successful. 
''Secondly, the publicity both in the campus community and the larger community was more than adequate. "Thirdly, the staff of the BEP, 
especially my assistant Richard Flamer, worked hard to get the week organized. Lynne Bjork, 
coordinator of campus activities, was of emmense help. "Finally, I think we had inter-esting subjects about educating blacks and implication of the Bakke case. Our theme, Roots, Achievement and Projections, was an interesting one." 
The various speakers enligh-tened and challenged those who attended the programs, accor-ding to Wright. "We hope the knowledge gain-
ed will be put into practice by the 
students, faculty and administ-rators in attendance," Wright said. "If the faculty carries this material back to their classes, we hope the campus community will become aware and sensitized 
to the problems of Black Amer-icans." 
Wright expressed optimism about the progress of the BEP at EWU as compared to Washington State University. "WSU was able to get a renowned speaker, but only about 50 people attended his lecture," Wright said. "I think our better attendance record at our programs shows we have gener-ated the interest neccessary to 
have a successful Black Education Program.'' One program was poorly atten-ded by blacks, particularly black students. This was the dinner at 
Ta~~~a Commons Thursday evening. Wright commented the 
lack of black students was prob-ably attributable to the $3.50 charge for the meal. 
Home of the Famous ~ 
Double Whammy & Stromboli 
INSIDE SEATING 
I'm side DI tired of spenca,g a fortll1e 
on~ and reards RI nn not goi1g to 
take It a1Y nue! 
Music is getting too #%$*$ expensive. Sound off at the place with the big, fat inventory and the tiny little prices. 
W! bring it back cheap, 
N. 1212 Hamilton • 489-8135 E. 6311 Sprape • 535-3441 
MOVIE ''THE DEEP'' 
F.EB. -21 & 26 7100 In tlle PUB 
Sunday Matinee 2:00 $.50 E.W.U. Students $1.00 General Audience • EASTERNER CLASSIFIEDS 
Write out your ad in the space provideo. The rate is . 
10' per word with a $1..00 minimum charge. Either 
drop your ad off at the PUB INFO. DESK or send your 
ad to: Easterner Classifieds, P .0. Box 720. PUB, 
Cheney, WA 99004 
All ads must be in by Monday at 12:00 p.m. to run 
in that week's issue. PAYMENTS MUST BE ENCLOSEDOR THE AD WILL 
NOT BE PRINTED! 
• • • • • • .............................................................. ........................................... -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ...........................................................• • . . . . . . :................................................... ·• 
THAN,K-YOU e • ....... 
Correction 
Last week the Easternel' ran 
several photos on the back page of Eastern black 
students and literature they had submitted in conjuction with Black Week. Due to a 
printer's error, the pictures of Kenneth A. lzegbu and 
Michael J. Harding were reversed with the literature they had submitted. The 
Easterner apologizes for this error and hopes it has not detracted I from:the success of 
Izegbu Black Week. Poii~y-M---a-···y-, ..... C ..... h--a-· ,-~-· -g-e-,··· .... ~-::-~-in_u_e_d __ 
and another $2,151.09 under the catagory of "drama." Department Chairman Nor-man Boulanger stated that this money goes toward the assistant-ship program which "allows stu-dents to work in thier prof es-sion." This work · consists of working on Associated Student functions (such as running the lights for the Andy Kaufman show) and also for working on productions of fhe department. 
Boul!mger said it is "one of the few programs that goes directly back to the students who are paying them." This can be seen in the free tickets for students to the drama department produc-tions and also to the work they do on A.S. programs. "We work for the money (from S&A fees) that the A.S. gives us," he added. 
This aid is not based on need but is based on ability and is not in the form of grants, said Bou-langer. "The· salaries that they receive are based on an hourly scale but they volunteer many more hours than they are paid for," he added. Athletics Are Important Athletics already takes a big chunk out of the S & A revenue, accounting for 30 percent of the budget. Frederickson says even 
though athletics is not considered important to all students, it is important to the university for three reasons: 
l)Students have an entertain-ment interest in athletic con ment interest in athletic con-tests; 
Page I 
2)They are cohesive and bring the student body together; 
3)They create the impression of the school on the people outside of the university. 
Police Beat 
The four candy machines in Showalter Hall were damaged about $1,000 Feb. 20. Campus Safety officials said the estimate includes damage to the machines, money taken, and the candy stolen. One official said it "looked like someone attacked the machines in a life or de~th struggle." 
A vehicle was wheelocked in Lot 10 for unpaid citations. The (allowing day the wheelock was found removed from the vehicle. A'.t. 8: 30 a.m. the owner was questioned by Campus Safety. He was later taken to Cheney Police Department and booked for obstructing a public servant. The violator was arraigned at 3:00 p.m. that same afternoon and sentenced to 90 days and fined $500. fhe sentence was reduced to six months probation and the fine was reduced to the amount of the unpaid citations. ........................................ 
A college fire extingui~her was found behind Sti:eeter Hall by Cheney Police on 11th Street Feb. 12. The extinguisher was apparently stolen from Louise Anderson Hall. .......................................... A box of checks was stolen from a locked mailbox at the Holter House 
Feb. 2. The bank was notified and the account changed. ........................................ 
Approximately $65.QO of equipment was stolen from a clothes basket in Phase II Feb. 13. .,. ......  
of tlae Year TAWANKA COMMONS MENU 
THURSDAY 23-Crm. of Tomato Soup.J . Cheese Souffle, Beef Turnovers/Gravy, Shrimp Louie/LOuie Dr. ltla Annual 
F·RIDAY 24-0yster Stew, Fr. Dip AuJusliFT. Fr., Meat Casserole, Taco Salad, W.K. Corn, Salad Bar, Deviled Eggs. 
SATURDAY 25-0J, Apple Juice, Apricot Halves, Cracked Wheat, Hashbrowns, Eggs, Sausage Patty. 
SUNDAY 26--0J, V-8, Applesauce, Roman Meal, Hash-browns, Eggs, Bacon, French Toast/Syrup. 
MO,ND,A Y 27--Cnn. of Potato Soup, Big Eries, Rst Beef Hash/Gra,ry, Ham Sld Bowl, Spinac~, Salad Bar. 
Streeter Hall 
Talent Sllow 
•• ,,~ 28 
7130 PUB 
I Ticket, are available at Cashier's Office for ten lunches for only $13.50. Also you may pt an off-campus Meal Ticket good for all meal, for only $2.95 per day. 
"FREE" - STREETER SOCIAL FEE CARD 
$.25 ADMISSION 
•PIii.ES! Ill TIE IISIC OUTLIOK IN llFE~ 
earn $1 00 a month for 20 months your last two years in college. And the opportunity for a two-year full tuition scholarship. You'll also receive the extra credentials that will distinguish you in whatever career you may choose. Try our "basic" outlook on life. 
If you're starting to look at life after college, try our "basic" outlook. Apply for the special Two-Year Army ROTC Program during your sophomore year. Attend a six-week Basic Camp this summer and earn $500. It's tough. But the people who can manage it are the people we want to serve as officers in the active Army or Reserves. Do well at Basic cjnd you can qualify for the Army ROTC Advanced Program in the fall. You'll Cllt: (509) 359-2386 IIIYIITC . THE Ill-YEii PIIIIII . 
) 
·--The Easterner - - . ..._ ·-·,-.,,.--------~---·--"' -----· --Thursday, February 23, 1978 
James Thornton, Director of Veteran's Services -"-Kevin Taylor Photo Report Eards Out? 
Some of the sting of monthly report cards for veterans at EWU may be removed as computers are utilized, to monitor the veteran's academic perfor-mance. Beginning winter quarter, vet-erans on campus were required to turn certificates of progress'in to the Veterans Office in Show-alter Hall each month with signa- · , tu res froµi their pr:of essors indicating they were expected to pass their classes. Now veterans won't have to do the footwork involved in the monthly monitoring process, . according to Scotty 'JJhornton Veteral)s Program supervisor. · P1;of essors will receive com-puter lists of the veterans in their cla~ses which they can certify as to expected performance and ' I return, directly to the Veterans office. ''Effective immediately veterans can throw away the rest of their certificates," 'Jihornton said. . Many veterans were up in arms over the certificates for several reasons. One charge was that the form.s falsely stated that the monthly proof of academic .per-formance was a Veterans Admin-isti:ation (VA) requirement. 
"That just wasn't the case. I went up to the office (in Show-alter) and checked .the regulation .book," said one woman veteran who asked not to be identified. Thornton conceded that the statement on the certificates wasn't true ~nd said that it was a .result of misinformation. "We were incorrectly inform-ed," the supervisor said. "Some guy in the office got the idea two or three years ago. Now we find it's really a periodical require-ment, but they (VA) suggest doing it monthly." 
Having to do · their own academic monitoring was a special irritation to the veterans. "That's not our job," said the woman veteran. "It's the school's responsibility to keep . track of their vets. We're here to attend classes and try to get an educa-tion." 
Another veteran said the certif-icates brought back memories of his days in the service and didn't seem to be consistent with the atmosphere usually expected in college .. "It's very reminiscent of the Army, a kind of parent-child re-lationship where the individual isn't trusted,'' said Dan Schwanz. "It's a real case of bureaucratic overkill."· 
Veteran's Program .. . EWU Must S . tdtt Funding 
The EWU Veterans .~rogram war, schools across the country ed next year. by some other will lose most of its federal have lost VCIP money and source Thornton warned that funding this summer leaving the Eastern is one of the few Wash- even p;ocessing the average 3 ooo University to take up the slack, ~ngton ins.titutions still receiving financial forms quarterly 'for according to Scotty Thornton, it, according to Thornton. Eastern's 798 veterans could be-ptogram supervisor. The impending money 'crunch come a problem. Thornton said the funding has been outlined to Pres. Fred- "It will most certainly slow which amounted to $38,568 ~ 2 erickson and the veterans super- down tracking of delayed checks year, will be cut off because visor said he anticipates soine and other financial services " he Eastern hasn't shown the re- kind of financial committment said. "Publicity, advertising and quired 10 percent yearly growth from the school will result. outreach will have to be drastic-in veteran enrollment necessary "Almost invariably, in the ally curtailed. We could become to receive the Veteran.s Cost of state universities, the schools end just a paper mill, more or less." Instruction (VCIP) money. up supporting the Vets prog- Following the peak in veteran Although the Board of National grams," he said. enrollments after the Vietnam Veterans Program Adminis-trators which Thornton belongs to is lobbying Congress to remove what he called the "ridiculous" 
requirement, he predicted that the effort wouldn't be successful, at least not in time to help Eastern's funding. "The reaction (in Congress) is at best neutral and like other veterans administrators I'm looking to the school," he said. 
Technically the VCIP money is only supposed to be used for recruiting and counseling efforts and liason work with other veterans groups, Thornton noted. However, he said that as in other other schools the money has ended up paying for clerical work connected with financial aid to veterans since the $11 per veteran alloted by the Veterans Administration for that purpose isn't adequate. 
If the VCIP money isn't ~eplac-
IIIIIIIIHHHll __ .. lllllll-MlllltlllllllllltllHIIIIIIIIINI• . BOT Will Meet 
The Boar.d of Trustees will meet for their regularly scheduled monthly session to-· 
night at 6 p.m. in the PUB 
Council Chambers. Included on the agenda is a continuation of the discussion on changing the athletic grant-
in-aid policy and a vote to 
approve amendments to the 
A.S. Constitution recently 
· passed in student elections. 
HMHIIHINlltllflllllllllllllllltllllllttltlUIINHMNMIIIUIIII 1111 I IIMI 
'lalent .•. More Talentll 
(SHOW OF THE YEAR) 5tll Annual Streeter. Nall Tale .. t Sllow 7130 Feb. 28 
"FREE" W'ITH STREETER SOCIAL FEE CARD $.25 GENERAL ADMISSION 
~..., • • • Dieting? Taking Vitamins?. Concerned About Nutrition? 
A daily nutrition secret of noted Olympic athletes is available to you Bee Pollen from EnglandTM 
Olympic Gold Medal Sprinter Steve. Riddick: "They're fantastiol My recovery 
power after a hard sµrin t has im-proved at feast 75%. I've made 
Bee Pollen from England a 
permanent part of my training 
regimen." 
For years, many noted Olympic 
athletes, who have to stay at the 
peak of fitness and good health, 
have made bee pollen a part of 
their daily training secret. Why? 
Because bee pollen is one of nature's most concentrated 
sources of a whole range oi 
micro-nutrients which more and 
more doctors believe your body 
needs every day. Now a British nutritionist has found a way to 
lffiep bee pollen fresh in tiny gol· 
den pods called Bee Pollen 
From England.1"" So now you, 
too, can use this natural food 
and make it a part of your daily 
nutrition routine. GET .CAREER. EXPERIENCE OWt PHARMACY 
I 
SPRl·NG AN.DIOR SUMMER QUARTERS! · 
.... ~art-time work ex,perience in -your fiield 
(Psycology, Business, Communication Studies, 
.... Acacem ic Credit 
.... Possible Wage 
Chemistry, Education and Special Education, ect.) 
See Ray, Monday through f.riday 1-5 at . Center for Experiential Learning (CEL) · 209 Hargraves Hall 359.240·2 
~=~·, TUESDAY., MARCH ·,7th Starting at 5:00pm 
I . A very special meal with a very special deal 
Stop in or call for Information and Reservations 
235-8484 
' · Pizza Hawm 
Che.ney 326 First 
-
\~~~~~~· .F~9~ rY 3~:. ~~!~: 
I • • ' ' • \ 
One month's 





Sollle E11·clla11ted EveQiQg 
Se111i,.,for111al n~11ce 
~t 
Ralllada 11111 at tbe ~irport 
frlday, Marci) 3, 1978 
9:00 P.M. -1:00 ~.M. 
Cf'lckcts aQ sale at i~c HauslQg omcc ar a,: t~c daar 
$3.00 per couple 




With Pants Down 
An attempt this week by the A.S. legislature to halt the mailing 
of last week's Easterner to high schools in the state because of an 
"offensive" photograph is a bigger joke than the picture itself. 
Labeled "Sneak Preview," a (a photo essay of the track team 
appears on page 12 ot this issue), the shot' in· q-uestion showed four 
members of Eastern's track team posed in front of some locker 
room urinals with thier backs to the camera and their bare 
posteriors on display. 
As expected some thought it was funny while others thought it 
was disgusting. But whether or not it was in good taste is a far less 
serious matter than what the A.S. Legislature had in mind. 
Limiting circulation could be considered a form of censorship. 
Court cases involving censorship of student newspapers have 
invariably been decided in favor of the student editor. Perhaps the 
AS. has never heard of the first amendment. 
It is frightening to know that the A.S. would even seriously 
consider such a move. Although the A.S. provided the Easterner 
with the largest part ot the money needed· for its operation, the 
AS. supposedly has no control over the content of the newspaper. 
They can, however, hire and fire the editor of the paper if they find a just cau_se to do so. 
The relationship of the student newspaper to the A.S. has always 
been an unhealthy one, but with the exception of the political 
games played when it comes time to select a new editor, there 
have been few instances where this conflict of interests has 
co llided dangerously. An attempt by the A.S. to stop the mailing of 
the Easterner signals the need for the serious consideration of an 
alternative means for funding and regulation of the Easterner. 
Governmental regulation of newspapers in the U.S. is minimal anp 
the same situation should exist for a college newspaper if a 
campus is to truly reflect the American society. 
The people in the photograph caught with their pants down 
might as well have been the A.S. Legislators who tried to halt the mailing of last week's Easterner. · ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! Starting Dates Survey1 ! 
: Which of the following starting and end ing dates would youe 
eprefer for next year? Check only one in each quarter. : • • Fall Quarter: --Sept. 18-Dec. 8 or --Sept. 25-Dec. 15 : 
: Comments: • • • . : •• • • • • : Winter Quarter: --Jan. 2-March 16 or --Jan. 8-March 23 : 
: Comments: • . : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : Spring Quarter: --March 26-June 8 or - April 2-June 15 : 
• Comments: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • : Tear out this survey and place in the box at the PUB : 
:1 r.formatin Desk by 5:00 p. m. Friday Feb. 24. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .! 
The ftlP'~ ......... '-1~ .. 
STAF~ WRITERS: 
I 
P rog rams D iv~o[d~e~yandscholar-
. . . offer students not only oppor- shi s in international affairs .. Foc~lty. Forum .'5 0 we~kly c~lumn tun ities to study foreign long- fhe enthusiastic response 
,n which EWU ,nstru<:t6rs have the b I I d · uages, ut a so to trove , stu y from students to the program opportunity to express. their views on I b d C d I relevant subjects. Any faculty mem- and ive a roa ; in ana a, simply confirms our initia 
,ber interested in writing· For the Mexico, Japan and in several premise, that there is a persist-
column should contact- Lorindo. European countries. ent need for this course of 
Giroulr, commentary editor, at The The Area Studies Program study at Eastern. 
. Easterner office [359-7873]. has also been revived due to To further integration and 
Views eJcpressed in'this colur:nn ore Professor Frederick lauritsen's conso I idati on of Eastern' s 
those of the writer and not necessorily efforts. The emphasis is on International Affairs Program, 
thoseofT~eEosternerorthefoctJHyas. interdisciplinary, team-taught we have been encouraged by 
a whole •. · · seminars, exploring selected the U.S. Office of Education, 
At one time or ano!._her, we·· have a 11-· encountered 
parochialism-narrow-minded-
ness, inexperience and gen-; 
erally lim ited horizons. While 
geography may impose cer-
tain constraints, one's frame of mind does not have to be 
confined. I think Eastern 
Washington University offers a 
good example. 
Only recently Professor H. T. 
Wong pointed out, that there 
are some 140 foreign students 
from 17 countries at Eastern 
alone. The combined foreign 
student population· in our re-
gion is probably two or three 
times that much. These stu-
dents and their organizations 
con tribute to the cultural 
enrichment of ·everyone. Un-
fortunate ly, this potential is 
not always fully utilized. 
Similarly, the ethnic orient-
ed student organizations and 
programs on our campus are 
very much part of a cultural 
pluralism. They help to ex-
pand horizons. 
A related, contributing fact-
or is the relatively large 
segment of our faculty from 
different parts of the world,' 
enhancing the international 
components of our curriculum. 
Their perspectives are reflect-
ed in course offerings and 
other contacts with students. 
Formal programs at Eastern 
topics once or twice a year. In HEW, to seek grant support 
addition, Area Studies spon- under Title VI of the National 
sors lectures and invites inter- Defense Education Ac.t. The 
esting people to our campus. appli~ation is now being pre-The ,v1oae1 unirea Nations d 
f pare . Progam, in existence or some !J:';:: 'r:k. 
ten years, offers students an jiiiii 
opportunity to gain "foreign" 
experience without leaving 
the country. Through simul-
ation of national behavior, 
students learn the difficult by 
invaluable art of empathy. 
For almost two years now, I 
h.ave been associated with a 
campus-wide effort ta bring 
these course offerings, pro-
grams and other existing re-
sources into focus. The result 
of this joint undertaking is an 
interdisciplinary major/minor 
in international affairs, which 
offers a cohesive, academic 
program with an emphasis on 
international business and 
foreign affairs. This type of 
curriculum is well established 
at ma jor universities through-
out the country, but it is the 
first of its kind in the state of 
Washington. 
Several departments, in-
cluding Economics, History, 
Government, Anthropology, 
Geography, Modern lang-
uages and the Scho61 of 
Business contribute to the 
program, providing a solid 
liberal arts foundation, while 
at the same time preparing 
students for diverse careers in 
such fields as internotiona1 
business, goverment and 
journalism. 
Today, Mr. Carleton ,~ ' 
Deputy Director of the Foreign 
Service Institute, is visiting the 
University in con juction wi th 
our application to host an 
American diplomat next year. 
If we should have the honor to 
participate in the Diplomat in 
Residence Program, the entire 
University as well as the 
region stand to benefit greatly 
from the contributions a 
foreign service officer is likely 
to make. 
Mr. Coon will not only 
consult with the faculty, the 
administration and represent-
atives from Spokane o·nd our 
sister institutions, but he em-
phasized his desire to meet 
also with students. Therefore, students are invited to a special meeting with Mr. Coon today between 11 :00 and 
12:( noon,~ in the Department of Government Lounge, Pat-terson 2069. You may wish to 
ask questions about the State 
Deportment, the Foreign Ser-
vice and tne Middle East. Mr. 






Tim He fen iak 
Kdte Korewick PHOTOGRAPHERS: 
To help· students become 
more familiar with available 
opportunities for work and 
study in internationally orient-
ed fields, a modest inform-
ation and reference center has 
been established in Patterson 
Hall 2062. For example, these 
files include information on 
regular and summer employ-
ment with the United States 
Department and other federal 
agencies. Additional sources 
pertain to careers in inter-
national management and 
finance. The,.., are also guides 
Everything considered, I 
th ink there is less and l.ess 
room for parochialism in East-
em's atmosphere of expand-
ing cross-culture and inter-
nationally oriented opportun-
ities for teaching, study and 
Page Four 
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, Schedule You r Sch·8·ilule 
If you could choose the begiAning and ending dates for 
the quarters next year, which would you pick? 
Fall: Sep-t. 18 through Dec. a,· or Sept. 25 through Dec. 
I 15. Winter: Jan. 2 {Tues.) through March 16, or Jan. 8 ' through March 23; Spring: March 26 through June 8, or 
April 2 through June 15? Please comment briefly. 
Deena Montee, Frosh./Undeclared, "I think we have a long enough Christmas break. What are kids going to 
do with a whole month? No one will hire for one month's employment. It's hard enough to find work in the summer. It would make a lot of wasted time for the students." Connie Young, Frosh./Undeclared, I'd rather start a week earlier in the fall, have the same Christmas and spring breaks and get out a week earlier in the spring." 






alone is strong evidence t at hours twice now, I don't feel they 
students want a change. should do it again. Now the funds 
Several years ago a student body must come from the library budget, 
representative worked to get an even though Dr. Baumann appears 
extension of library hours. He to be faced with a chronic shortage 
succeeded, but only temporarily, of funds. In 1974/1975 his book 
because of a lack of funds the budget was cut 5 percent. It 
the Easterner. It is our considered 
opinion that it is your responsibility 
to report the facts correctly in your 
articles. If you would have taken the time 
Objects to Pie extension was soon discontinued. was cut another 8 percent in Last year I ran a questionnaire in 1975/1976. And in 1976/1977 the 
to find out what really happened on 
Feb. 6th at the ROTC cadet hall, you 
would not have recorded the 
circumstatnces incorrectly. This is 
what really occured on the night of 
Feb. 6: 
Dear Editor: 
We feel we speak for a number 
of people on campus in voicing a 
strong objection to the picture of 
our track team entitled "Sneak 
Preview." We found it decadent, 
disgusting, demeaning, and totally 
obnoxious. 
If this is any indication of future 
pub I ications we wi 11 not be a-





I was pleased to see your 
"sneak preview" last week. It 
brought back some really assinine, 
albeit amusing, thoughts. It's obout 
time you started putting some life 
back into the EASTERNER, I hope In 
the future to see even more. Christy Fanning 
the FOCUS asking people to res- periodical subscription list was 
pond to the question of a library reduced by $8500 and curbs were 
hour extension. Sixty-five people imposed on the initiation of new 
responded positively, and two periodical subscriptions. Even so, 
responded negatively. I brought Dr. Baumann supports the idea of a 
this information to Charles Bau- library hour extension. It would 
mann (College Librarian), and for cost $8000 annually to add an 
the remainder of the year we additional twelve hours per week 
worked on the possibility of a to the library schedule. 
library with exrended operating The JFK Memorial Library is the 
hours. best library in Eastern Washington 
We did finally get an extension yet it's not open as many hours as 
for the Spring of last year. This was the libraris at Central or Ever-
an experiment to see if the library green. In a memo dated 10/22177 
would get sufficient usage if hours from C.H. Baumann,he requests 
were extended from ten to eleven the Student Body Legistature to 
o'clock certain nights of the week. allocate funds for a library hour 
We selected dates prior to finals extension plan, stating that this 
week because Dr. Baumann had years library budget could not 
. found earlier that the library gets stretch any farther but that next 
little late night usage during finals year they could absorb the cost. I 
week. By metering the library exit hope that next year the library 
turnstyle, we found that an aver- absorbs the cost of not just a 
age of 84 students we.re using the skeleton extension plan but an 
library during our extended hours. additional twelve hours a week. JFK Lack~ Funds Requests for extended library There is enough evidence and 
hours have been many. Mr. Rode- support to ·1ustify such a budget Dear Editor: 
1 believe it is time for our JFK rick Johnson argued ( in a letter to request. Extended library hours are Memorial libror.y to extend its the College Librarian earlier this a tangible benefit to many stu-
hours of operation. lit the article year) rather persuasively for an dents. 
Every Monday, the Cheney Parks 
Department sponsors a rifle class 
for the children (6 to 16) of Cheney 
and the surrounding area. The 
person you implicated in the 
instance involved was a 12-year-
old. Whether you agree or dis-
agree, public law and federal 
statutes require ROTC cadets be 
older than twelve! We would appreciate you dis-
cussing this matter with Campus 
Safety, finding out who reported 
this "gunslinger" to our campus 
constabulary-heck 'uv a story here. 
The implication of your article 
does not enhance the image of the 
ROTC department and its cadets 
nor does it lend credibility to your 
goal of responsible journalism. We 
would be impressed if you admit 
your error and print a story correct-




Jim Sweeney Editor's Note 1 ) extension of Library hours, as did Ron Weigelt Change Not This Year ( ast issue- Mr. Lotfizadeh last week in the Editor's note: the A.S. Legislature Speaker, Col- Wrong Facts 
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A Easterner. Why then haven't library We stand corrected. leQe Librarian, Provost For ca- hours bee1permanently extended? Dear Editor: The error was a combination of demic Affairs, and Mr. Abdol Lot- b The main problem seems to e a Please get your facts straight. an inexperienced reporter and an fizadeh, and a group from Morris- I k ff d d G d I h ac o un s. Stu ent overnment This is a letter pertaining to e itoria ov.ersig t. We appreciate on Hall Dormitory, all came out as Th. has allocated money for extended Police Beat in the Feb. 16th issue of your concern. Supporting such an extension. 1s Thursday, February 23, 197=-8~----------·1101111 ___ .. The Easterner•• 1 ,,... ........... , .... aw ..... ma, ............. 00111 -·-" 
Crowd Enjoys 
·Andy's Antics 
Photos and story 
By Ray Spanjer Entertainment Editor 
It's safe to say, most people don't enjoy being made the brunt of a joke. They seem to resent being made the fool or getting put-on at their own 
expense. Enter Andy Kaufman. His trade is to be the jester. But Kaufman is a whole different breetl of jester. Andy makes the court feel foolish, by being 
foolish himself. He brings the audience down to his level and holds them there. Then, when they are sufficiently juvenile, he climbs upon their collective shoulders and asks, "Why are you people acting so stupid?" 
One only had to witness Kaufman's show last Thursday evening in the PUB Multipurpose Room, to know how Andy can insult an audience's intelligence and still be their friend. Kaufman had the 1,000-plus audience in his grasp for the entire 90-minute show. One minute he had them booing him off the stage, the next, rocking back and forth with arms linked singing "It's a Beautiful World." The man has a power to make the audience his alone, not because he has a powerful stage presence (rather it is very fragile), but because he has the audience feeling sorry for the underdog. The audie~ce doesn't want to insult him, so they 
humor this nervous little man, who is telling awful jokes about his mother-in-law or his wife's cooking. They humor him until it is unbearable, then, when the laughter fades away and the boos appear, the master of the put-on starts crying, "Thank you for showing me where I stand, I'll be going" --and 
before he gets two inches the audience screams and howls for his return. He's got em. Although Kaufman was 35 minutes late for his performance last Thursday Evening, the crowd seemed to forget all about the inconvenience when he hit the stage. The performance was quality stuff. Andy started off the evening with "Oklahoma OK," a definite pick-me-up song with a display of conga talents, a little tap-dancing in soiled Keds and a few licks on the hi-hat. We rolled quickly into the Mighty Mouse lip synch, "Here I Come To Save The Day," and five minutes into the show every person in the crowd had a smile on their face. The audience was his in "That's the Way It Goes," a song with 'Uncle Andy' playing guitar. He got the 1,000 people to moo, quack, chirp, oink, woof and meow just like the barnyard animals. "Verrry 8-oood," Kaufman said, treating the entire audience 
like a small group of school children. 
A Jewish rendition of MacArthur Park, "Someone Left the Cake Out In the Rain," succeeded in raising scattered guffaws as did Andy's perverted puppets and his very bad ventriliquism. 
Finally Andy's famous Puerto Rican fella popped ' up, and the audience went crazy. Various bad jokes and impersonations ensued, including one of Archie Bunker, ("Everybody's stupid, meathead") and John Wayne, ("Stick em up Pilgrim.") 
As the jokes got worse, the howling and booing became more pronounced and Andy resorted to explaining some of the punch lines to the maddening crowd. Soon the only one laughing at the jokes was Kaufman himself. Finally Kaufman realized what was happening and started crying, "You're laughing at me, not with me," he bawled. "What do you want me to do?" Frustrated, he walked off the stage saying, "if you want to heckle me I'll just leave." "It's Okay Andy," the audience screamed, and whimpering meekly, Andy stepped up to his congas and started a bawling chant which careened into 
some foreign language song. He incited the entire crowd to sing "Abba Dabbi" to the tune of Alouetta. He then took a person out of the audience and did 
some kind of ridiculous Kaufman ritual, before doing his final famous impersonation. "Now I would like to do Elvees Presslee" he sa'id. Tension mounted as he turned and prepared himself, and then ... there he was, the King. The rumpled hair, the suit, the sneer and the voice. It was as though a perfect and complete transform-ation had been made. Down to the minutest detail. Elvis, er, Andy, did four Presley tunes including letter-perfect renditions of "Hound Dog" and "Love Me Tender.' ' At the end of the set, he shed his scarfs and shirts to the audience, right down to a T-shirt that said "I Love Grandma? Then as the roaring crowd hushed, the King stepped to the mike and said ''Tank you veddy much--Can I have my shirts back:" The crowd loVed it--they were on their feet immediately. Andy returned for an encore, doing his Old MacDonald routine with four members of the audience. All four m~mbers and Andy lipped to a children's recording and then to top off the evening Andy sang " It's Such a Wonderful World" and succeeded in getting the entire audience to join arms and sing after getting portions the audience to bunny-hop through the packed Multi-purpose room. 
A ONE-THOUSAND PLUS CROWD packed the PUB Multi-purpose Room last Thursday evening to 
see one of America's new comedians in pure form. Andy Kaufman rolled through several juvenile routines and also did his by-now-famous, Elvis impersonation for the delighted audience. 
---·HIii .. _ The Easterner Thursday, February 23, 1978 , , 
Close Encounters of 
the Kaufman Kind 
3 a.m. After moving Andy into his room we 
go to Dan Dagsaan's for ice cream and 
"~xercises with Andy", as he wants 
everyone there to try this new exercise be has learned. At 4:30 we all go qome and I 
am wondering how on earth i 'could ever ·spend a crazier night. · • 
F:EBRUARY 16 
1:20 a.m. Ray, Andy, Bob and I leave for the motel, but as we approach, Ray and I 
are told to drive away as quickly as possible with our lights off in Cheney dark-
ness and go to the train station. Andy and 
Bob ~re going to jump a train for Chicago. A mmute later we find out that it is not necessary, so we move quickly back to the 
motel so they can get their clothes and 
leave. But before either could use their toilets) Bob must check for bombs. "These 
By Jay Conklin Guest Writer 
FEBRUARY15 
7 p.m. After waiting .several minutes for Mr. Kaufman's flight to arrive, the inter-
com barks the intended flight number from _San Diego. Mr. Kaufman (Andy), 
and his road manager Bob Zmuda finally 
depart the plane and we (Dan Dagsaan Andy, Bob and I) are off to the Ramad~ 
Inn, America's Roadside Hotel. Andy is not sure that staying at the airport is the 
place to be, but he must watch the 
~li(Spinks _fight, as_ he has "a lot" of money ndmg on 1t. We fmd his reserved room 
occupied, so must move into the bar. . During the course of the fight Ali seems to be losing, as does Andy, so he yells at Bob for making him bet so much money. After the fight Andy admits he doesn't have any 
money on the fight and decides we should leave, and check out this place called 
'~Chen~y". We depart and go to Cheney to ~.heck ·~uest rooms" with Campus Safety. Upon atriving we are informed that we need Campus Safety to find a dorm 
director. But by the time we start the car 
Andy has all but convinced Bob thai Cheney motels would be better, ( "there is 
a Best Western here isn't there"), and we 
are off to check Cheney's finest accom-
adations .. 
9 p.m. When checking the facilities we 
receive quite a few strange looks to match 
Andy's.questions, and we inform the owner that we may be back ... at 3 a.m. if 
"Spokane" does not work out. After terrorizing DEWC-FM we leave for Spo-
kane and do not get far before Andy is sure t~at Cheney is quiet (a necessity), and just right. However, Bob thinks we should 
check into Spokane. Besides, he is hungry. Downtown Spokane offers nothing to the 
ten cent tour, but the Sea Galley salad bar is open, so we are treated to the craziest dinner I have ever had. 
At dinner, Andy instructs Bob to give us 
some detail~d sto_ries of the places they have been, mcludmg tales of Andy saving 
~ohn Belushi from proving that," you can 
Jump off the 54 th Street bridge," ... Johnny Carson having guests beat up, ... and of "Big Jake" the Philly television program 
coordinator for Mike Douglas, ... etc . 
10:30 a.m .. On the way back to Cheney, Andy questions us as to the believability of 
the sto~ies he is working on, for Playboy Magazine when they call to interview him 
on his Presley "lookalike" imitation. As we enter Cheney, Andy wants some ice cream. As we inquire at a local bar, 
several drunks overheard us "ICE CREAM?!" At this point, Andy decides that it would be fun to go bar hopping asking for milk, and away we go. Severai 
bars and strange looks later, we determine the only place to get ice cream is the 7-11. 
2 a.m. The 7-11 offers an entire playland for Andy, as he finds the "Pop Rocks" and 
demands every case in the place. Several minutes and a couple of Bob's persuasive speeches pass before Andy resolves him-
self to buying one case instead of the $21 worth, he wants to buy. We exit with ice cream and go to the motel. 
2:30 p.m. Timur Malkoc and I go to pick Andy and Bob up for lunch and the afternoon sound check. As we arrive at the 
~otel, w~ notice several people approach-mg Andy s roo,. Zmuda is called over to help Andy handle these "suited people" 
and later we ask about their activities and are told "not to worry about it." We take 
Andy and Bob to the "Elegant Egg" and deposit them for lunch. 
3:45 Upon returning to the 'Egg', we find everyone completely amused and we leave 
to return them to the P.U.B. for the sound-check. . 5:50 p.m. After Andy is interviewed on the 
phone by a writer from Playboy he 
completes the show's soundcheck. We return to the motel so Andy may meditate 
for an hour and a half. 
7:30 p.m. I arrive at Bob's room and wait 
until eight o'clock when Andy knocks and tells us that he has been watching T. V., has forgotten to meditate and must have at 
least an hour and a half before the show. Andy proves to be kidding and we leave for his dressing room. 
8:40-10:00 p.m. Performance 
11 :O~ p.m. Following the show, Andy receives guests, including the Easterner Entertainment Editor for an interview. As we are leaving the P.U.B., an aspiring 
Streeter Hall Talent Show contestant appears, plays "Seattle" on his comb and tells a joke which Andy records him on a 
. small cassette for further reference. Ray Spanjer stumbles by again and is taken 
away for what will be another wild and crazy night. 
guys are serious Andy, they mean bus-
iness", Zmuda remarks, and with that goes to Andy's room and disarms the 
1 toilet. After everything is safe we exit the 
motel and are off to Spokane for dinner. 
2:00 a.m. We find a Chinese restarant and Andy procedes to· run the waitress through 
the Kaufman repertoire of characters none of which she recognizes. So Andy 
remarks in his "meek fellow" voice that "I'm a big star, I've been on Johnny 
Carson." This does not even raise an eye-
brow on the waitress but makes the chinese cook look twice and loudly ex-claim: "Oh, you that big dummy guy .... 
what's you name." As Andy finishes his meal, he decides that he does not like his fortune and orders another round of cookies. The next fortune is better and 
after his nightly ice cream (stirred of course), we part for the Ramada Inn. 
4:00 a:m. T~e Ramada Inn offers several things, .among them an explanation from 
Andy that everything he has told us while he was here was a joke, so "forget everything." I will try. 
4:30 p.m. This day offered the same Andy 
Kaufman. He was again totally spontan-eous as he signed my "Mighty Mouse" 
record. and play~d several characters, mcludrng a deep voiced tycoon throughout 
the airport. An_dy Kaufman departed as an 
entertainer anc:f i guess, a friend. It was 
quite an eaucauon. 
An Interview By Ray Spanjer Entertainnient Editor 
EASTERNER-When you are on the stage you seem to 
have the entire audience in your grasp. You seem to manipulate them and turn them into your type of people. 
them in college and a girl who ran the college night club· 
said, "Why don't you come to our nightclub and do a little something," and I said, "I'm not an actor." EASTERNER-This was in the 60's?. 
EASTERNER--Your voice, have you had any vocal training or musical training? 
KAUFMAN-No, I had a few piano lessons when I was much younger. How? What's the secret? 
KAUFMAN--Well, I just go out there and like to do the 
!~ings that I used to do in my room. And if they accept it, 1t s fun, and they seem to be accepting it. I've always played make-believe in my room ever since I was an 
infant. I made-believe there was a camera in the wall and I really believed at one time that I was on television. And so these are the things that I did when I was growing up, and now I'm still doing them on stage. I'll just pack my 
clothes while I do this. EASTERNER-Fine. Where would you say your style 
originates? New York? KAUFMAN--Oh yeah, in New York. EASTERNER-From people you've met, been influenced 
by? KAUFMAN--No, it's just stuff I've done in my room since 
I was a baby-from the time I was born until I was nine 
months old. My mother tells me-I don't remember this-but she tells me that I used to go in the crib, I couldn't even speak, but they brought me this record player and I didn't even know how to work it. But I used to plug it in to the wall and it would be on, because my mother kept it on 
for me. And I would plug it in and out of the wall and the record would be on there and I would jump up and down 
and lip sync. Nine months old, I couldn't even talk. EASTERNER-Did you have any set idols? KAUFMAN-Yeah, there was Elvis Presley and uh ... there were several other people, I don't know if you've heard of them because they aren't entertainers. There was Steve 
Allen, Buddy Rogers-I was influenced by all these people. There are other acts that I do that you can see the influence of Buddy Rogers. I also idolized Jack Karocac. 
He was a writer and that is important because I began as a writer and I would writer stories and stuff. I was reading 
KAUFMAN-This was in 1969 and I went and did the act and it worked. EASTERNER-Do you plan on writing again? KA'.UFMAN--Oh yeah, I would like to, but I haven't lately 
because I don't have any time. But I want to. 
EASTERNER--1 see you have been capitalizing on TY-Th~ Dick Van Dyke Show, and recently Saturday Night Live. Are you comfortable with the TV medium? 
KAUFMAN--Oh yeah ... EASTERNER--More comfortable 011 stage or ... KAUFMAN--It's two different things. TV is a whole 
different approach, like advertising. You do a little something and people see you and they'll come see you on stage. TV isn't an end thing in itself--it's more like an ad. I do my thing and talk and it's a sample of what I do. 
Unless it's something I have not done yet, like having my 
own show. EASTERNER-I caught the Dick Van Dyck show quite a few times and was interested in the positive-negative 
relationship you had on the stage with him. He wanting you off and the audience backing you up. It seemed the crowd wanted you on more than Van Dyke-If there was 
a .•• 
KAUFMAN-Oh yeah, there was a crowd, I never used canned laughter. Well I'll tell you Van Dyke .... (pause) .... that was not an act, he really didn't want me on that show. No, not really. That was a lot of fun. He was a great guy 
and I don't know anything about the audience. It was his show and it was .. .I don't know what to say, unless it was 
because I was the underdog. I mean people really thought that I talked that way and people always root for the underdog--but you know that isn't always true. I don't 
know. 
EASTERNER-How about the congas? KAUFMAN--No, I taught myself. 
EASTERNER--Do you ever plan on doing an album? KAUFMAN--Possibly. I'd like to-I'd like to record a disco album, in fact, I've made a disco record. Would you like to 
hear it? 
EASTERNER-Sure. KAUFMAN-(To his manager) Bob, where is that disco record? BOB--(Andy's manager) You mean the studio tape? 
KAUFMAN--Yeah. Here it is. (holds up the tape) I've 
f?und it. I'll _play it for_ you right now. (rewinds tape) I m not sure if people will dance to it. I was told it had a good beat. 
EASTERNER--Your voice? KAUFMAN--Yeah1 I'm the one that's singing. I don't kno~ if _people will dance to it. It's called Andy's Disco. (rewmdmg) Okay, this is called "Nothin' Could be Finer than to be in Carolina in the Morning." I got this band to together and they're great and I was given $100 000 dollars by Columbia Records. They don't know what I've done yet. (old time, 50ish novelty music plays). I'll sing along. (sings along). Think people w.ould dance to that? (shuts off) Yeah I would like to release this as a disco album but I don't know if they would let me. (laughs). No, that's not 
really me. It's Freddie Cantor from 20 years ago but I tell 
~ople, "I'm going to release this as my disco album. This 1s my disco album.' ' But not really. But this is the kind of thing I'd like to do-and yes, I would like to release a record in the future. EASTERNER-Do you enjoy doing Elvis? KAUFMAN--Yes ... (pause) ... Actually you see I never was 
doing Elvis. What happened was, when I was little, like 




More Ba!'ing All ... EASTERNER-Is the audience ever hostile to your treatment of Elvis? 
KAUFMAN .. -No, you know why? Because I don't consider myself a comedian. I'm more of a general entertainer, 
song-and-dance man. Because you know, Old MacDonald, it's not comedy, it's more like games. It's like going to a 
party and playing games. My training comes entertaining at children's birthday parties and I used that knowledge 
that I gained dofog those things on stage for adults. I don't 
consider it comedy. So when I do Elvis; I do him as accurately as I can and I'm not making fun. It do it 
seriously and try to recapture ... just like the rest of the guys that imitate him. But I've been doing it a lot longer 
than they have and I've always done it seriously so I don't think that anyone would get mad. (to the room) Do you find that what I do way trying to make fun? 
EASTERNER-No. 
bed, now lie i it." And rd start walking off. And then I'd go, "Oh, I wa only kidding," and I'll open it again and ~o "Now you'd tter keep quiet, cause we have a long way 
to go." An I'd tease. Finally, they'd boo me off. Sometimes I do that, even when I like an audience. One time in Iowa the audience was so polite that they never 
booed me of and I talked until seven in the morning. 
EASTERNE -Where do you get your Hawaiian shirts? 
KAUFMAN Presents. From my grandfather, and the one I used on T from an old girlfriend. Most of the things I use are pres nts. This suitcase was from my Grandfather 
12 years ago This suitcase has everything in it from the beginning of my career. The first time my name was in print, every bing. I save everything, props I don't need anymore (r mmages through suitcase). I used to use this 
gun for the ombing routine, where I start crying. Years ago I hadn' formed it and I said. (crying) "Ladies and 
gentlemen, hanks for showing me where I'm at". And they woulds y, "No". And I would say "Yes" and POW. And I would go "Oh, ah, uh, ow, and take five minutes to 
die. That's ind of an old gimmick." 
From page 7 
around 1953, this was way before Elvis. He was like 18 at 
the time and no one had heard of him. Well, my father took us on a trip South-he wanted us to be culturally expanding. He'd always take us up to these different 
places, so he took us to this one place. I was abou.t four years old at the time and we saw this guy get up on the 
stage. This guy had long sideburns, he was tall, skinny, and he wiggled his hips a lot and sounded just like what we 
know of Elvis. And he sang (Elvis' voice) "You ain't nothin' but .a lJound Dog," and the girls ... well, I don;t 
know what 'the audience was doing. I don't know if they 
responded too well, but I was so impressed by this guy. I went home and in the car in my little voice (high voice) 
"You ain't nothin' but a Hound Dog." And I was dancin' in the hotel and ever since through the years I kept on imitating him and I never saw Elvis Presley and people would come up to me and say, "Andy imitate him." And I'd say "Who's Elvis Presley?" and they'd say "You 
know, the one with the lip, with the wiggling,'' and I'd say "Oh, that guy," and imitate him. And they'd say, "that's 
perfect." Okav. I never say Elvis until 1960. I saw a movie , of him and ·I said to myself, "That's not the guy." 
Apparently Elvis must have seen this guy and got his act 
from him. And I'd been imitating this guy. I never imitated Elvis Presley. I just do an impression of this guy, 
and let people think what they think. But I am not imitatjng Elvis. I never did. 
KAUFMAN-No, people want to see it. 
EASTERNER--Any weird experiences with audiences? 
KAUFMAN--Yeah, sometimes an audience is really hostile. This doesn't happen much anymore-if the audience is really hostile, I'd say, "ladies and gentlemen" 
and they'd say "get off." And I'd say ''Thisconcludes the first half of my act." And they'd say "Oh no." And I'd say, 
"For the second half of my act I'd like to read the Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald." I always carry a copy of the Great Gatsby with me. (reaches in suitcase and takes 
out a book.) And the audience would go "booooo." And I'd say, "Listen, one more peep and I'll walk off this stage and never come back," and they'd go "yeaah." And then I would say, "Okay, thats it. Goodbye. You've made your 
EASTERN R-How long have you been in TM? 
.f\AUFMAN -Nine years. 
EASTERN R-Do you see TM as a primary factor in your success? 
KAUFMAN Yes it's very important, and that's why I 
.always tak the time to do it--even if I am late for a show. You see, if I hadn't taken the time to do it, I would still put on a goods ow. But, I wouldn't be operating at my fullest 
potential. A d I feel that I have come all this way.: .. and I really feel I owe it to the people. . 
Andrew Gold's Pop orks 
ANDREW GOLD'S NEW AL-
BUM, All This and Heaven Too will be spotlighted on KEWC-FM 
89.9 next Wedne~day at 8 p.m. 
MEXICO 11 ju1t a· decl1lon a-way. Call 359-2201 for lnfor• mation that will help you d• cide to attend Eutem'1 and ln1tltuto Cultural T•nkhtlt-lan'1 liberal arts program In Mexico. Spring Quarter be-gin, Apr. 3. Register now to 
HIU,. housing with a Maxi• can family. 
Snip & Style Salon 




10,000 TOPICS QUALITY GUARANTEED! 
Sl#O SI.II IOI YOUI m-,AGE MAil OIOII CA1AtOG 
· IISIAICN ASSISTANCE llffl IDANO AYE., 206-I lOS ANGELES; CA. tl12S f21J) 477-1474 
By Ray Spanjer 
Entertainment Editor 
Andrew Gold has in the past 
been notorious for fine writing and piano/guitar playing with such accomplices .as Linda Ron-
stadt and J.D. Souther. On the solo side of the track, he has released two albums full of communicable pop melodies. Last :mmmer's hit, Lonely Boy, 
went number one for Gold and 
now . he has released an album called All This and Heaven Too, which is destined to be a winner. But more than these pluses, Gold has the talent to create the 
kind of tunes that run through your head unrelentlessly .. Each consecutive album is getting 
better for Gold, and 'Heaven' is no exception. The album begins with How Can This Be Love, a peppy song with a lively piano background, a 
string back-up and some smooth 
harmony vocals by Gold and 
friends. In Oh Urania, Gold plays a simple, solo piano and accom-panies it with a McCartneyes-
que voice that fills the track. 
In Still You Linger On, Gold solos on an acoustic guitar backed by some scattered syn-
thesizer work. Coffee ~ouse 
Acts Wanted 
The PUB Sandwich Hut will 
hold a Coffee House next Tuesday from 7-10 p.m. The Coffee House will include 
performances by various folk-singers, guitarists and mimes. Anyone is invited to attend this preview of next quarter's weekly Coffee House, either to perform 
or just watch. 
The EWU Sandwich Hut is located inside the PUB just off Jhe Main Street. en Television and Appliances c1 ..... C .... Sales and Service ::a z: TOWN & COUNJRY ~ L&.I z er: TV, INC. ..... 
~ 
:DI r.-317 First Cheney 235-6122 en 
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This stuff is pure and simple pop. But it's what the people want to hear on the A and M radio. They can sing to it and remember it, and that's why it sells. 
Never Let Her Slip Away is a song that tends to grow on you, with its rhythmic melody and 
smooth, soothing harmonies. 
Ernie Watts backs up the tune with some precise, tight sax. This one is a sure bet for an AM spot. 
Side two opens with Thank 
You For Being a Friend. The 
.~.o~g takes ~old's LoneJy Boy 
(from h.1s last album) one ·step 
further with a tune. 
Gold has an all-star ck-up on this album. Rick Mar tta, Jeff 
Pocaro and Russel K nkel are drummers, while Wadd Wachtel 
and Gold share gui r duties. Kenny Edwards an Leland 
Sklar play bass on th disc and 
Ernie Watts fills in wit some sax pieces. Back-up· vocal are shar-
ed by Brock Walsh, J .. Souther, Jenifer Warnes Kenny Edwards. 
Looking For My Lo e, starts out with some harmoni m sounds 
that seem to stem from the ren-niscance-era. Gold plays every instrument on the song. 
sfrument on the song. 
You're Free is the finale. A soaring vocal number which 
flows in the same vein as most of the songs on the album. 
On this album Gold ·has retmec:1 his sound to the maximum. He has found a formula for innocuous, simple pop numbers-
ones that wander through .the brain without any effort. And with that formula Gold's got a gold album. .. \;ft:f::!!tnow SH WIDG::::::::::::t,. .::-.:::· ! :~ : : ~ : : : : : ; ; t t t t; f H;:f.!.•!.-'. ........ . .... , ·••··· ..... ~ .. ·••e•• ' ··••• •••••• ••••• ·••••· ON CAMPUS ENTER'r INMENT ::.,1 ::::: February 23 Concert: EWU Percussion Ense hie, Music Building· Recital Hall, 8 p.m. ::::. 
::::: Feb. 23-March 11 Play: Purlie Victorious, Univers ty Theatre, 8 p.m. · ::::: ••••• ••••• ::::: February 24 ·Program: KEWC-FM Rock Mon liths, Led Zeppelin-Two, 8 p.m. ::::: •• e.: . ··•••' ••••· February 24 Dance: Orpheus, PUB, 9:30-12: , 99 cents. • .... 
:::: February 24 Recital: EWU Woodwind Ensem le, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 p.m. · ::::;;. ·t::: February 25 Movie: That Darn Cat, PUB, 2 pm. :::: •. :::: February 25-26 Movie: The Deep, PUB, 7 p.m. o Saturday and Sunday, 2·p.m. on Sunday ::::: ..... 50 cents. ··•••· ...... ····• ·:::: February 26 Concert: High School Invitatio~a Concert, Pavilion, 8 p.m. :::::. 
::::: Feb. 27-March 3 Films: Fleetwood Mac. Nation Lampoon, Bugs Bunny and Muhammed ::: ...::::: Ali, PUB and Tawanka, 9 a.m. t 2 p.Jll., daily. .~-.-.-;· ••••• February 28 Show: Streeter Hall Talent Show PUB, 7:30 p.m. ••••• ::::: February 28 Concert: EWU Symphonic Band, EWU Pavilion, 8 p.m. ::::: ••••·M hl M . D h •••••· ••••· arc ov1e: uc ess and the Dirtwat r Fox, PUB, 7 p.m., Free! ·••••· ::::: March 1 Recital: Carol Schaar, Junior Voce Recital, Music Building Recital Hall, 8 :::::: ..... p.m. ··•••• ••e•• ••e••, ••••· OFF CAMPUS ENTER AINMENT ••eee, ::::: Feb. 23-March 4 Play: The Little Foxes, Spokane Civic Theatre, 8 p.m. :::::: 
::::: February :24 Concert: Evergreen Brass Quar, et, Cowles Memorial Auditorium Whit- ·::::: ••e•· - worth 8 p m · ' ..... , •···· ' ' . . .... .. :::::· FFebbruary 24 Con~ert: Michael Sky, 2nd City u~itorium, ~:30 p.m. :::::; ••••· e ruary 25 Recital: Dr. Harold Einecke, C r1llon Recital Cathedral of St. John the .... .. ••••· E 1· 1 .... .. ••••· vange 1St, 6 p.m. ·••••• ::::: Feb~ary 26 Concert: Ferrante and Teicher, pokane Opera House, 8 p.m. ::::~ .!•:::: February 27 Concert: Spokane Classic Guitar Society Presentation, George Sakellarion, ::::: 
ee•• Gonzaga's Russel Theatre, 8 p. ·••••• ,. :::: February 27 Concert: Norman Luboff Choir, SU Performing Arts Coliseum Pullman :::::: ••••• 8 I I •••••• ••e•• p.m. ·•••• ::::: February~ Concert: A Winter's Eve, Daven rt Hotef, 8:15 p.m. :::::: 
::::: February =28 Concert: The Fred ~arlng Show, Spokane Opera House, 8 p.m. ::::: 
:::::. BAR ENTERT INMENT ::::: 
::::: Mike McCollum Band .... .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washboard Willie's ::::: 
::::: Burgandy Express .. : ... .. .... ..... ... ..... .. .. ... ....... ...... ...... ... ... Kon Tiki, Stateline:::::: 
•••·· Feelgood · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . · Goofy's Spokane ··•••· ••L di . ............ .. .. ..... .. ... .... .... ........ ' ••• 1 ••••· 1 Seaow owSntr · .. t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Teal's •••••• •••·· son ee . . . . ·, •••• , •••··' . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... ... , ....... ...... .. ......... ......... Creper1e ·••••· :::::,1·. Sa~l~r · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kicking Horse, Stateline :::::: ..... Ongmal Caste . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J J 's Sheraton ·••••• .... , ····· ·········· ······ ······· .. , ···•• - Freedom Express ............... ... .............. Mams· a1·  ·••••• 'iiT.~ .. .... .......... .. ... '....... ...... . ••••.
• •e•• Colossus ... . , .... ... ···· ····· ···........... ... Casa Blanca Cant1·na ··•••· I • t o O O t I t O O O t • 0 0 t O f • 0 t O o o t O t ' ••e•• Marlm Bando · ··•••· ••e•· · · · · · · · · · · · · · , · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aquarius •••• ••-.·:. Hot Stuff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . El Patio ·•••• .. -·~·. ... . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :··· -~~-~,~1!!liJJ!!!iiiiii!ilil!!ii '!!~  = 1111 Jt!Wiii1iii·iuiiiliiiii1ll~~:· 
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Aim for Nationals .. Health.y Wres.tlers On Trac_k 
Finally healthy and reaching the potential he knows they have, coach Stan Opp's wrestlers battle 
the NCAA Division One's 12th 
ranked Oregon Ducks in a duel 
wrestling match tonight (feb. 23) at 7:30 in the Pavilion. EWU comes off what Opp termed, ''strong performances'' 
over the weekend, finishing sec-ond to the University of Washing-ton in the Central Washington 
tournament Saturday and then 
won · seven of ten matches in defeating Boise State, 27-14, Mon-
day. The Eagles came out with two winners in the CWU Invitational. Ken Foss defeated Bill Hoglund 
of the University of Washi~gton in the 118 class and Mike Stolp, a 
freshman, defeated Mike Quincy of Simon Fraser at 177 pounds. Larry Bush, Len Taylor and 
Jerry Wollen all took home run-
ner-up honors. Bush dropped a match in the 
134 pound class to the U of W's 
Carl Mangrum, 8-3. Taylor was pinned by the Huskies Doug Smith anfd Wollen decisioned by 
CWU's Joe Sanford. Wollen suf-fered a sprained ankle in his 
final match and looks to be a doubtful starter for the Oregonm 
atch. Jerry Lorton, Karl Herline and 
Jerry Allen all took thirds and Scott Brannan a fourth in the heavyweights. ''The U of W was tough in the competition," said Opp. "We 
were proud of the kids though. Everyone we took placed and that gave us a good indication of 
how we'll do in the nationals (March 2,3, & 4 - University of 
Wisconsin-Whitewater) ." Monday's match with Boise State was also very pleasing to 
Opp. "You know they're defending Big Sky Champions and we han-dled them pretty easliy," Opp 
said. "One of our losses too came by forfeit when Wollen was un-
able to compete." Ken Foss won his second match of the extended weekend, de-
feating Jay Stevenson, 14-8. Dale Gardner of BSU edged Larry 
Bush, 7-5 in the 126 pound class. 
Lorten had an easy time in the 134 weight, shutting out his opponent, 
11-0 and Lynn Taylor had an even 
easier time, whipping Brad All-rad 18-1 in the 142 weight. Following the 150 pound forfeit, 
BSU took the 158 class decision, with Lou Grosso a winner against 
Hedine. The Eagles swept the rest, with Allen pinning Bill Lawrence, O: 49 into the match, Stolp whipping 
World University Games 
Rohrer ·Shines 
EWU's Jan Rohrer placed fifth in vaulting, sixth in the parallel bars and seventh in the allaround 
competition in this weekend's 
World University Games in Hay-ward California. Rorher, scoring 8.7 in vaulting, 8.4 in the parallel bars and 33.4 in 
the overall, earned not only a pair of medals but a qualifying spot in the pational competition in March. 
Coach Maxine Davis had special praise for Rohrer for competing so well with some 
pretty stiff competition. "There were several Olympic class gymnasts at the meet,'' Davis 
reported. "Jan drew a standing 
ovation from the crowd of 6,000 for her performance on the beam. She threw a standing back somer-sault and landed standing up with 
super form, and that's really 
something.'' EWU's other competitor, Kit 
Wickward, sprained an ankle in warm-ups and was unable to 
compete. The women take to the road this weekend for a meet in Forest 
Grove, Oregon involving the Uni-. versity of Oregon, Oregon State, 
and host Pacific University. The 
meet begins at 1 p.m. 
Taleat ••• More Talentff 
(SHOW OF THE YEAR) 5tll Annual Streeter Nall Talent Sllow. 7130 Feb. 28 
11FREE11 WITH STREETER SOC,IAL FEE CARD $.25 GENERA·L ADMISSION 
Robert's Sports Is ... 
Cheney's Racquet Restringing Center 
5% Discount to Students Presenting Student Registration Cards 
502~ First 235-8336 
Roy Rose 6-1 and Wilson winning at 190 and Brannan taking the 
unlimited class. Oregon brings a top class team into the Pavilion for their match and are led by 150 pound Scott ' 
Bliss. Bliss, from nearby Othello, 
was named as a mid-season All-
American. ''This meet will be a tough duel for us," noted Opp. "We're not 
counting ourselves out either." 
This will be the last home duel ' meet for the Eagles, Opp said, 
and it will be the last local performance for four senior grapplers, Ken Foss, Lynn Tay-
lor, jerry Allen and Don Wilson. The following week will see the ·' Eagles at teh NAIA Nationals. 
JERRY ALLEN gets a quick pin on Boise State's 
Bill Lawrence in Mon'day's duel wrestling match ' 
wi,th Boise State. Allen took only 49 seconds to 
dispose o( his opposition helping lead the Eagles to a 
27-15 win over the defending Big Sky Conference champions. -Kevin Taylor Photo 
Finish Tough_ "Women's Aim, 20 Wins 
EWU rallied around the scor-ing of Jae Jae Jackson and Sue Karstetters to defeat the Univer-sity of Idaho 47-45 in a Big Four 
Conference basketball game last · Thursday in Cheney. Trailing at the half 25-20, the 
Eagles got big points and re-bounding from that duo. Jackson hooped 16 points to lead all 
scorers and also hauled down 16 
rebounds, ·tops in that category 
too. Karstetters added 11. The win upped EWU's confer-
ence mark to 4-2 and gave them undisputed second place in the 
conference. Overall the Eagles are 16-7. "Defense won the bali game for · 
us against Idaho, just. like it did 
last week against Gonzaga," women's coach Bill Smithpeters 
said. "We held them to just 20 I points in the second half and only 
COACH BILL SMITHPETERS takes time to discuss some strategy during Thursday's 47-45 win over the University of Idaho --Evan Rupert Photo 
allowed ten to Gonzaga. Now we. 
hope that our offense can come 
to it's potential." EWU looks like it will · need a 
balanced game in the closing 
portion of .the season. "Eastern Montana, whom we play this weekend, is the defend-ing small college regional 
champions and return a number · of veteran players," Smithpeters said. "I know very little about 
Western Montana." ''I suppose our biggest game wil be against Washington 
state," noted Smithpeters·. 
"They're very talented and are led by Jennifer Eggert, a two time Inland Empire Women's 
Athlete of 'the Year. This game has a little bit more to it too. It'll 
be televised on KSPS TV on a delayed basis so we want a lot of people out so the gym doesn't 
look empty.'' Smithpeters has set his goal at winning twenty games this sea-
son and sweeping the final four 
contests would . realize that. At 20-7 the Eagles would also look good for post season play. · 
"We should be in line for an 
'at-large' berth in the playoffs," said Smithpeters. "Our overall 
record is as good as any in the region so we should be con-
sidered." 
INTRAMURAL ScoREhoAR<I 
Men's Intramural A-League Mens Intramural B-League Men's Intramural B-League w L GB w L GB w L GB 
High Energy 9 1 Good Times lo 0 Home Grown 9 0 
High Society 8 2 1 Hogans Heroes 7 2 21/2 Orange Crush 9 0 .. Stems & Seeds 6 4 3 · Manor Maulers 7 2 21/2 No Names 7 2 2 
Awesome9 5 5 4 \ Weekenders 7 3 3 Bung Holes 5 3 31/2 
Little Deuce Cp. 2 8 ., Cloud Nine 6 3 31/2 Monroe Molecules 6 4 31/2 
Space Cowboys 0 10 9· Bings Gang 6 3 31/2 Clampetts 5 4 4 Men's Intramural (T-T) League Oh Jesus 5 3 4112 Freddie & Franks 5 5 4V2 w L GB Lklnd. Village 5 4 41/2 Mad DogGqld 5 5 4V2 
Green Peppers 9 1 Bull Shots 4 5 SV2 Hooterville 5 5 41/2 
The House 8 . 2 1 Reinforcers 4 6 6 Good, Bad, U~ly 4 6 SV2 
Semi-Tough 5 5 4 Sun Devils 2 6 7 Espiri llos 2 6 61/2 
Cash 3 7 6 Poker Chips 2 7 7V2 Cogn itos 2 8 7112 
Wrecking Crew 3 7 6 Portland State 2 8 8 Penguins 2 8 7V2 
NAIC 2 8 7 Under Dogs 2 8 8 Rim Jobs 0 9 9 
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Eagles Sink on Rood~ 
Lose EvCo, Dist.Leads 
With tail~ between their legs, first place finishes in both con-ference and district in doubt and hopefully a new respect for less thought of opponents, EWU's basketball team ,comes home for a quick change of clothes before finishing out its final season in the Evergreen Conference. Riding an eight game winning 
streak before the weekend, the Eagles will be trying to figure out ways to stop a three game losing streak heaped on them with losses to Central Washington, .68-57, Western Washington 76-54 and a non-leaguer to Simon Fraser 80-79. They·meet Oregon College 
on Saturday night before begin-ning district playQffs later in the . week. The Eagles sit a half a -game out of first (behind Central) and a likewise number of games above title contenders Western and Oregon Tech. Both CWU and WWU will get severe tests this weekend as they travel to South-ern Oregon and Oregon Tech. Turnovers spelled disaster for the Eagles in Ellensburg. 
Thirteen miscues in the first 
half and 21 over the course of. the game made the Wild Cats job that much earlier. The Cats, behind the scoring punch of EvCo leader Carl Whitfield forged a handy 40-29 half time lead and played the Eagles even the rest of the game. Whitfield popped in 18 to lead all scorers. Teammate Greg Arlt counted 16 as did EWU's leaders, Paul Hungenburg and Eugene Glenn. Brewster freshman Roger Boesel hit for 14. Poor floor play continued to haunt the Eagles the next night in Bellingham but col~ shooting compounded the troubles. The Vikings led by eight much of the first half and upped that to a 34-22 margin by the intermission. BUl Mahoney led the Western with 18 while Monte Birkle hit 16. Hungenburg pumped in 15 and Glenn with 11 and were the only Eagles in double figures. EWU ended the night with just 19 field goals and stayed in the game as much as they did with strong free throw shooting, hitting 16 of 21. A pair of free throws with four seconds remaining lifted Simon 
Fraser to their win. EWU had a chance to go up by five at 81-76 but Hungenburg missed on a crucial one and one, SFU hauled down the rebound, and J.C. Koot-nekoff hit from 25 feet to bring the Clansmen to within one. That set up an inbounds play where Hungenburg was called for a charge. Tom Skerlak netted the pair of freebies for the win. Glenn's last gasp desperation shot hit the r.im as the buzzer sounded. The day's rest afforded the Eagles's for the trip to Canada apparently helped correct their poor aim from the floor as they connected on 55 percent of their shots·. The difference here was at the free throw _line though as while the Eagles were up by pair of field goals, SFU had the advantage at the charity stripe, counting 16 to the Eagles 11. Oregon College will throw Kip Archambault at the Eagles this weekend in their upset bid. Archambault, alwost a season long EvCo scoring leader is third in the Conference 
a "" .... IMMIWWlalw Sports Calendar 
............... ~ ............. ,_ ..... ,.. ...... ,AN ... www--,cnnnuac•,..1ZLC11 ... ,1m1 ... 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Saturday -February 25 -EWU vs. Oregon College -Monmouth 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Friday -February 24 -EWU vs. Eastern Montana -Dillon Saturday -February 25 -EWU vs. Western Montana -Dillon Tuesday -February 28 -EWU vs. Washington State -7: 30 -Pavilion 
MEN'S JV BASKETBALL 
Friday -February 24 -EWU vs. Washington State -5:30 -Pavilion 
WRESTLING 
Thursday -February 23 -EWU vs. Oregon -7:30- Pavilion WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS 
Saturday -February 25 -EWU vs. Oregon State and Pacific -1:30 -Forest Grove 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
Friday -February 24 -District Championships -Tacoma Saturday -February 25 -District Championships -Tacoma 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
Thursday -February 23 -Northwest championships -Seattle Friday -February 24 -Northwest Championships -Seattle Saturday -February 25 -Northwest Championships -Seattle 
Coupons just for you and good at any of our locations. Grand, N. 5312 Division, N. 2410 Monroe. In COEUR D'ALENE: 7th & Sherman. In SPOKANE: N. 220 Howard, S. 1228 
ALL COUPONS VALUE 1/20 CENT. -----------------------~------------------~-~--reg. 52¢ ea. cr,unchy Tacos 
The Mejican Sandwich! A crunchy corn tortilla stacked with ground beef, cheddar cheese, shred-ded lettuce and fresh tomato. Bring coupon Mar. 6-12 ----------------------------------------~-------reg. 75¢ ea. Meat ·. Burritos 
Seasoned ground beef and cheddar cheese rolled in a crisp, deep fried flour tortilla. Bring coupon Feb. 27-Mar. 5 
-------------------------------------------------reg. 99¢ ea. 
Coml>ination Burritos 
Seasoned ground beef, refried pinto beans, ched-dar cheese with sour cream and sauce rolled in a big soft flour tortilla. Bring coupon Feb. 20-26 
In CHENEY: 723 First. . 
C1978 OMNI FOODS, INC. -----------------------------~-------------------
reg. 1.89 ea. Combination Dinaers 
Crisp taco and deep fried burrito with fresh green salad and spicy Mexi-Fries. 
Bring coupo~ Mar. 6-12 . 
--------------------------------------------------· reg. 1.25 ea. Soft Chalupas 69. 
Incredibly delicious, super-sized, super taco bulg-ing with seasoned ground beef, sour cream, ched-dar cheese, lettuce in soft shell. Bring coupon Feb. 27-Mar. 5 ---~-------------------------------------------· 
reg. 95¢ ea. Taco Burgers 
Different than just a "hamburger". Seasoned ground beef, cheese, lettuce and special dressing on the familiar American bun. Bring coupon Feb. 20-26 
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Photos and story by Andrew Newing 
Some people think that being on the 
track team means having the ability to 
run around in circles real fast without 
falling down. 
There's a lot more involved than that 
and it takes quite a bit of sweat to 
reach the competition stage. Work-
outs and practices last three hours a 
day. During the pre-season, a lot of 
weights get tossed arqund and thous-
ands of flights of stairs get run up and 
down to build up strength and ed- _ 
durance. 
It pays off. Eastern's track team is 
·consistently one of the best in the 
NAIA. It's members love the sport 
enough to put up with the long boring 
practices, the hours of drudgery and 
pain. 
The photos on this page will 
hopefully provide a glimpse into the 
closed society of a collegiate track 
team; showing that it's not all fame 
and glory--but just a lot of work. 
I 
